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ABSTRACT
This study aims to determine and analyze how far the buying experience can affect the loyalty of Traveloka Online Experience users. This study uses the independent variable (X) namely online buying experience and the dependent variable (Y) namely customer loyalty. The population of this study is all consumers who use Traveloka Online Experience in the city of Surabaya. Sampling was carried out using the Non Probability Sampling technique with the Purposive Sampling method. The criteria for determining the sample used in this study are as follows: Users who have used Traveloka Online Experience for more than 3 months. With a sample of 100 respondents. The data analysis method used is simple linear regression analysis. The results obtained from this study indicate that the experience of buying online greatly affects consumers' loyalty to a product or service. This is evident from the trust and satisfaction of consumers for the product or service purchased. So that consumers will indirectly introduce the product to others.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, there are more and more e-commerce players or market places selling various flagship promos. One of them is by attracting consumers through various interesting shopping experiences such as through certain games. When compared to consumers abroad, consumers in Indonesia are very influenced by consumer engagement or how these actors can place their consumers as close as possible. Consumers in Indonesia shopping is not just shopping, but as an experience in exploring the online world. Therefore, entertainment and game features in shopping applications that can be inserted into the lure of vouchers and other attractive offers are one way to attract consumers with a wider market (Nirawati et al., 2020)[1].

This phenomenon that occurs states that good products and services have not been able to satisfy customers. But now the buying experience is able to evoke a customer sensation in customer loyalty for a product. A consumer loyalty to a product or brand will be formed if the business entity is able to form and create a quality product. It is hoped that by forming and creating a quality product, it will be able to form and create a satisfaction and confidence in consumers towards the product or brand that has been purchased, used, or consumed. The formation and creation of a satisfaction and trust in the end is expected to be able to form and create a loyalty (Panjaitan et al., 2016)[2].

Traveloka Online Experience answers the current phenomenon, where Traveloka customers, who are the majority of business people in Indonesia, are greatly helped by the menu provided by Traveloka. Traveloka Online Experience is a new product from a business unit that focuses on lifestyle. Traveloka Online Experience is designed to encourage users to stay active and hone their skills in the new normal. Traveloka Online Experience not only helps adapt to the current situation but also helps industry players in the creative economy sector. With the Traveloka Online Experience, it is hoped that Traveloka customers or users can be more pampered with this program.

This can form satisfaction, trust and loyalty to customers and other consumers who use Traveloka. Because a satisfaction and trust occurs when a consumer is really satisfied with the experience experienced repeatedly from using the same product or brand, and the consumer assumes that the product or brand will not disappoint him.
(Suntoro & Silintowe, 2020)[3]. Trust is built, created, or formed because of the expectation that the other party will act in accordance with the wishes and needs of consumers. When someone has trusted the other party, then they will be sure that their expectations will be fulfilled and will not be disappointed (Arizona, 2020)[4]. A person's trust is not only always aimed at fellow humans but also aimed at intangible objects such as brands. If a consumer has believed in a brand, then the consumer will believe that the brand will be able to meet their needs, desires, and expectations. A consumer who has believed in a brand, then the consumer can be said to have bought or often bought or consumed products from that brand, and products for that brand are able to create and shape a good and positive experience. A trust from consumers in a brand can be a positive, profitable, and potential thing as an important target to achieve, because the continuity or existence of the company or the product of the company is very dependent on consumer trust (Supertini et al., 2020)[5].

Based on the existing phenomena, the purpose of the study is to find out and analyze how far the buying experience can affect the loyalty of Traveloka Online Experience users.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Customer Loyalty

According to Yulia (2018)[6], customer loyalty is a customer's commitment to persist in depth to re-subscribe or re-purchase a selected product or service consistently in the future, even though the influence of the situation and marketing efforts has the potential to cause behavior change. Meanwhile, according to Supertini et al. (2020)[5] say that customer loyalty is a customer’s commitment to a store brand, or supplier, based on a very positive attitude and is reflected in consistent repeat purchases.

According to Hidayat (2012:103)[7] consumer loyalty is a consumer's commitment to a market based on a positive attitude and is reflected in consistent repeat purchases. The indicators of consumer loyalty are:

1. Trust is a response to consumer confidence in the market, namely by not switching to other products
2. Emotion commitment is a psychological commitment of consumers to the market and becomes the main priority for consumers
3. Recommendations are consumer attitudes that suggest other consumers
4. Can use the facilities provided as well as possible

Online Buying Experience

Theresia & Wardana (2019)[8] argues that an individual's response in judging is based on three aspects, namely the amount of experience, context or background, and a person's past stimuli. Online shopping is a relatively new activity for various consumers, online purchases are still considered riskier than terrestrial ones (Yin & Xu, 2021)[9]. Therefore, online shopping consumers will rely heavily on the quality of the experience, where the quality of the experience can be obtained only through previous purchase experiences. According to Slamet et al. (2021)[10] the determinants of the online buying experience consist of four factors, namely:

1. Experienced in online shopping
2. Feel competent when shopping online
3. Feel comfortable when using web shopping
4. Feel that the online site is easy to use

Previous experience will greatly influence future behavior. In the context of online shopping, customers evaluate their online purchasing experience based on perceptions regarding product information, forms of payment, delivery terms, services offered, risks involved, privacy, security, personalization, visual appeal, navigation, entertainment and enjoyment (Afrashteh et al., 2014)[11].

3. METHODS

The population of this study is all consumers who use Traveloka Online Experience in the city of Surabaya. According to Sugiyono (2017)[12], the sample is part of the number and characteristics of the population. The sample of this study is part of the population taken as a data source. The sample size is a minimum of 5 times the parameter estimate. If the estimated parameters are 20, then the minimum number of samples is 100 (Hair et al., 2010)[13]. Based on this opinion, the number of samples needed is: 5 times the number of parameters = 5 x 20 = 100 respondents. Sampling is carried out using the Non Probability Sampling technique with the Purposive Sampling method. According to Sugiyono (2017)[12], the purposive sampling method is a sampling technique based on certain criteria or considerations. The criteria for determining the sample used in this study are as follows: Users who have used Traveloka Online Experience for more than 3 months. Considering that the average Traveloka Online Experinace user is the upper middle class, the researchers targeted samples from students to workers and entrepreneurs. Methods of data analysis in this study using descriptive analysis, hypothesis testing using regression analysis.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of the validity test is to measure the validity or validity of a questionnaire. A questionnaire is said to be valid if the questions on the questionnaire are able to reveal something that will be measured by the questionnaire (Sugiyono, 2017)[12]. A questionnaire is declared valid if the question or statement on the questionnaire is able to reveal something that will be measured on the questionnaire. Testing the validity by comparing the product moment index (r count) with its critical value. The results of the validity test of all question items for each variable were declared valid.

Reliable means that when used several times to measure the same object, it will produce the same data (Sugiyono, 2017)[12]. The reliability test was tested using Cronbach Alpha. Cronbach Alpha is calculated in terms of the average intercorrelation between items measuring the concept. The results of the reliability test showed that all the variables in this study were reliable.

The purpose of linearity test is to determine the relationship between the independent variable and the dependent variable is linear or not. The criteria for linearity testing are if the significance value is less than 0.05 then the relationship between the independent variable and the dependent variable is linear. The results of the linearity test in the table above can be seen that all variables have a significance value less than 0.05 (sig < 0.05), this indicates that all research variables are linear.

Hypothesis testing in this study uses regression analysis with the help of SPSS version 20 software. The basis for testing the hypothesis in this study is to see the results of t count and its significance. The hypothesis is accepted if the value of t count is greater than t table and the significance level has been determined. The summary of the results of hypothesis testing is presented in table 1 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>t Count</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online Buying Experience Affects Customer Loyalty</td>
<td>4.665</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Hypothesis Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results of the hypothesis test above, it can be concluded as follows:

The online buying experience affects the loyalty of Traveloka Online Experience customers, which means that the online buying experience carried out by Traveloka service users is satisfied and believes in Traveloka's credibility. So that Traveloka service users feel loyal to all orders there. This is in line with Garcia et al. (2020)[14], which says that customer loyalty is because consumers feel satisfied and believe in the product they have purchased. So that consumers will indirectly repurchase and inform the product to other consumers. Nirawati et.al. (2020)[1] also said that experience is the best teacher in choosing and determining which products are worthy of retaining and repurchasing. In addition, experience also causes consumers to continue and continue to buy because of the belief in the product and the emergence of satisfaction that cannot be described by consumers. So that consumers will indirectly introduce and inform friends or relatives of the advantages of these products.

The experience of Traveloka service users also experienced the same thing as previous research. Where Traveloka consumers or customers feel confident, comfortable, trust and satisfied with the services provided by Traveloka. So that Traveloka customers indirectly, whenever there is an activity or customer desire, directly choose or use Traveloka services. This belief makes Traveloka provide more service by adding new services purchased under the name Online Experience, where customers are more pampered with more complete facilities and customers just have to choose and place an order according to the expected time. This new facility is one of Traveloka's advantages in pampering its customers.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the study, it was found that the experience of buying a product or service online can make consumers or customers loyal to the product. Loyalty of customers because customers feel satisfied and believe in the products they use. This is what all entrepreneurs must understand, that satisfaction and trust are the spearhead of the success of the product or service that is issued.
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